Unicorn’s 2019 Cruise
0 in our last talk we introduced you to Unicorn’s new base at Ely on the Great Ouse.
1 The Great Ouse stretches from Kings
Lynn in the North to Cambridge and Bedford in the South and West.
2 We promised this year to travel further
West through the man-made rivers and canals called the middle levels to Peterborough,
3 leading to the River Nene extending from
the Wisbech and the Wash in the North to
the Grand Union Canal in Northampton in
the West. And this is the subject of this years
cruise.
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The first hurdle
is to navigate from the Great Ouse to the middle levels through Denver sluice.
5 Denver sluice is a gigantic complex originating in the 17th century by the Dutch engineer Cornelius Vermuiden and modified in the 19th by Sir John Rennie. It connects the great Ouse through a large lock to the
tidal section of the great Ouse running up to Kings Lynn; a side sluice to a relief channel running up to Downham market and beyond and another lock Salters Lode lock connecting the tidal great Ouse with Well Creek,
the first part of the middle level system. To
make the passage from the great Ouse into
the middle levels you have to book your passage with the environment agency lock
keeper at Denver sluice and he or she communicates with a colleague at Salters Lode
lock, You have to make the passage around
high water Kings Lynn and be prepared to
wait - as we had to - because the tide wasn’t
high enough.
6 both locks that we have to get through are
manned. Here we are inside Denver sluice
lock,
7 alongside a narrowboat making the same passage
8 we are now moored a little downstream from Denver
sluice at Salters Lode lock at high water on the tidal
Ouse, now waiting
9 for the tide to drop to get under the bridge at the lock.
10 once we are through Salters Lode lock into the Middle
levels, the views change dramatically. We are in real fen
country – flat levels of Peat drained over the centuries and
now well below the canal bank. Measurements show that

it has
sunk over 3m!
11
12 the sinking of the Peat through drainage has had unfortunate consequences for some farmers!
13 we soon come to a typical middle level non-descript village
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on both sides of the canal, in this case at Outwell on a
sharp bend.
14 this marks the most northerly point in the cruise.
15 there is a convenient mooring on the bend.
16 this allows us to contemplate the next obstacle 17 the village bridge, at six-foot something, the lowest on

the itinerary for our air height of 2 m
18 it needs a steady helm and nerve!
19 Out well was the terminus of the Wisbech and

Upwell Tramway
20 which had a maximum speed of 19 km an hour and ceased operation as a passenger service in 1927 but gave rise to a children’s favourite:Toby the tram engine. Nearby is Christchurch, the scene of Dorothy L Sayers Nine Taylors Mystery.
21 Our next stop is
the interesting town
of March
22 in the middle of
the middle levels.
23 March was established as a railway
town from 1847 as
well as in inland port.
It’s heavily Victorian
as the town Hall indicates
24 nowadays there is
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little of interest except, onemile out-of-town the church
dedicated to St Wendreda noted for the 118 Angels
carved in the middle ages in wood under the doublehammer-beam roof. Each angel carries a musical instrument. There is even a devil hidden in the carving!
25 this is the view of the angels in a conveniently located
circular mirror.
26 the next stop is Whittlesey.
27 this is a quaint market town developed on the local

brick industry. However, it seems to have difficulty in spelling its name. This is the road sign on the entrance
to the town. On the other side of the road
28 is the station sign hoping for a connection with the
North Sea!

29 it had a butter market in the middle of which is the
17C Butter Cross. Here on the Tuesday after plough
Monday still takes place the Straw Bear dancing parade
30
31 it has several fine buildings including an excellent
museum.

32 the Museum has made a study of a local tradition
from the 18C of constructing mud walls based on the
Oxford clay used for brickmaking. Nearby is the town of Benwick famous for the Five Alls public house Five Alls because of the ditty: a lawyer: I plead for all, a parson: I pray for all, a soldier: I fight for all, Queen
Victoria: I rule all and underneath a local farmer had added: I pay for all!
33 we passed by the remnants of the once flourishing brick industry
34 and through another manned lock at Stanground which leads us on to
35 the wide River Nene here looking North towards the Wash

36

and here West into Peterborough
37 the Customs House now home of the Sea Scouts.

38 there is ample mooring along the quayside including
39 pumpout and water supplies
40 behind the moorings is the new Theatre,

41 and the Lido
42 and further on the Cathedral.

43 Peterborough has a fine town centre, with a splendid town Hall
44 a lovely town square with its 17C Guild Hall.

45
46 and entrance to the Cathedral

47 with its
spectacular
facade.
48 the Cathedral has
some superb
15C fan
vaulting
reminiscent

of that in Kings College Chapel in Cambridge.
49 when we were in Peterborough we had the by-election narrowly won by the Labour candidate.
50 it has an excellent museum
51
the

chief interest for us here was a transportation back in time to when we had our tonsils out
52
53 surrounding Peterborough are many parks and lakes formed from the old gravel quarries, with plenty of opportunities for boating walking cycling and so on. This is Overton Lake,

54 in Nene Park, part of the Ferry
Meadows Country Park.
55 with excellent moorings.
56 the greatest difference between the great Ouse and the River Nene are the locks - practically absent on the

Great Ouse but increasingly
frequent the further you go
south on the Nene, 38 in all.
They are typically like this: vertical guillotine at the downstream end and traditional V
gates at the upstream end.
57 most of the guillotines are
electrically controlled

58 but the V gates and their slackers are manually operated with environment Agency lock handles. You have to
carry two sizes: one for the Great Ouse and the Nene; the
other for the Middle levels.

59 but, and this is a big but, five or six locks towards Northampton are not automated and require 100 turns of a wheel to get the guillotines
up or down. This became so tedious and quite
exhausting for octogenarians that we solved the
problem in 2 ways:60 1) by popping into B and Q to get a cheap F
clamp and a scrap of plastic tubing to form a handle, and,
61 2) importing a grandson!

62 putting the two together solved the problem!

63 some of the locks are in very pleasant sur-

roundings, such as this one at Water Newton

64
65
66 with its Mill house converted into flats.
67 another difference with the great Ouse is a
paucity of moorings by the Environment
Agency. This is in a example of one of the
few environment agency moorings on the left
and on the right moorings established by the
equivalent of the great Ouse boating Association called the Friends of the River Nene

68 these require you to hammer in mooring stakes but they are
well maintained and in very attractive if isolated areas
of the Riverside.
69 we joined the Friends of the River Nene for £12 and

were indebted to their moorings,
70 well spaced - as shown by the
green dots - along the length of the

Nene.
71 occasionally, moorings can be found established by a local farmer
charging £5 a night such as outside the unusual truncated church at Fotheringay.
72 this mooring is below the remains of Fotheringay Castle

73
74 and this is where Mary Queen of Scots was beheaded, in 1587.
75 the village of Fotheringay is very attractive with its mediaeval bridge

76 lovely thatched houses
77 the beautifully maintained church containing a reconstruction of
a mediaeval organ.
78 We like to investigate each church’s impact on the locality.
All we could find here was this sign celebrating the church’s main

outreach activity!
79 other churches along the Nene are architecturally unusual
80
81

Nearly halfway between Peterborough and Northampton is
Oundle with an excellent
82
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83 Oundle is a very attractive town in its own right and
has an excellent bus connection to Peterborough from
which trains run to Ely, Ipswich and so on, so this was
our main stopping off point for breaks back to home.
To the left of the war memorial is the 400 y old Talbot
hotel

cilities apart from pumpout. The chandlery was particularly useful.

84 with its Tudor courtyard and inside
85 reputedly the stairs stolen from Fotheringay Castle down which Mary Queen
of Scots walked to her execution.

86 this is another example of the few environment agency
moorings on the Nene - the nine arches bridge at Thrapston of medieval origin. Apparently, the River changes
its pronounciation here from Nene to Nen as you pass
south.

87
88 the 13th century St James’s Church in Thrapston had staged a lovely model of the town all
made in wool,
89 in incredible detail.
Also
in the
church is a wall monument
90 to Sir John Washington, ancestor to George Washington and

whose family crest formed the basis for the flag of the
United States a century later.
91 Wellingborough has a convenient pumpout facility
beside a pleasant park.

92 this is another example of an attractive mill house
conversion – Hardwater Mill at Doddington Lock,
93 with the old mill race converted into an Archimedes
screw driving an electricity generator.

94 it is set in lovely valley countryside with beautifully
restored properties
95 and views across the Nene Valley

96 we hit White Mills Marina at the height of the
summer heat and so we moored outside

97 on the riverbank where it was cooler and we could sit

in the shade of the trees. It was so hot, that
nobody wanted to go for a walk

98
99 and we even bought an electric fan!
100 we did go for a walk to the nearby village
of Earls Barton, home of Barkers shoes and

101All Saints Church regarded by many as having the
finest Saxon tower in England,
102 enlarged by the Normans.

103 eventually we come to Northampton, where the river is surrounded by attractive parkland. This is
Becket’s Park.
104 you lock through into the
105 extensive Northampton Town Quay. Further on are 17 locks for narrow boats to lock into the Grand Union Canal.
106 It has a modern bridge across to the newly es-

tablished campus of the University of Northampton.
107 Northampton has some impressive architecture: here the Civic Centre and Guildhall
108 and All Saints Church, in the porch of
which,
109 sat the poet John Clare in the 18th century

writing poems descriptive of rural life in the fens:

John Clare
(1793-1864)

110
111 nearby is the famous 17th-century Sessions House, with its splendid plaster ceilings by Edward Goudge
112

113 inside is the council chamber
114 and the courthouse with a volunteer standing in as a judge under the watchful eye of a very impressive
gentleman I accused of being the mayor but was instead the Town Sergeant and a very interesting guide. He
pointed out that the ceiling of the courthouse

115 contained a devil. It is claimed that if his tongue
wags then the defendant is lying!
116 the guide took us down to the cells down the prisoners staircase and even the yard in which the hangings

took place. There was no messing about with justice in
those days!
117 Peterborough has a cultural quarter, prominent in
which

118 is 78 Derngate, a three-storey

119 house designed for W J Bassett-Lowke, of model making
fame, by
120 Charles
Rennie Macintosh. This is its
weird reception
room

121 and bedroom! In contrast,
122 Hazlerigg house aka
123 Cromwell house is a fine example of surviving

Civil War architecture.
124 the ruins of Northampton Castle overlook a tower built by a local manufacturer of lifts. It has been left as
a monument
125 It took us a month to get back to Ely!

126 it’s worth emphasising that the River Nene is a real River - not canal - and therefore lush often with trees
on one side and Meadows on the other,
127 plenty of birdlife, even in unexpected places:
128

129 Our favourite Friends of the River Nene
mooring was here at Peartree farm containing
its own barbecue area.

130 Perhaps, the only reminder of civilization – although historic – is that alongside 15 M of the Nene, runs the
Nene Valley Railway from Peterborough to just beyond
131Wansford

132 with a turntable café,
133 excellent exhibitions and even the remains of the

station hotel:

So, we have passed through stunning scenery; a lot of history; and fascinating buildings. The beauty and
tranquility could indeed be summed up in the verse of John Clare, the mad poet consigned to a lunatic asylum for 20 years. He wrote of his favourite river – the Nene:134

Here, sparrows build upon the trees,
And stockdove hides her nest;
The leaves are winnowed by the breeze
into a calmer rest:
The blackcap’s song was very sweet,
that used the rose to kiss;
It made the paradise complete:
My early home was this.
(John Clare: 1793-1864)

